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Abstract. Development of distributed enterprise solutions can be a complex
and time consuming process, involving many concepts, tools and configuration
issues before and during coding and deployment. This paper presents UML
Model Transformation Tool (UMT) - an open source tool that uses UML models to support a model-driven development process. The tool enables a transformation architect to define transformations to do code generation, reverse engineering or model-to-model mappings. A number of transformations have
been developed, including transformers for EJB and XDoclet, XML Schema
and Web Services (WSDL, BPEL4WS). We identify a set of desired properties
for UML transformation tools and evaluate UMT against these. These properties and the UMT approach are related to the ongoing activities within the Object Management Group for developing transformation specifications.
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Introduction

In order to achieve interoperability across enterprises, it is essential to develop new
services and to define transformations between data and applications. These development processes are more efficient when using model-driven techniques. Modeldriven development has been around for decades, supported by various modeling
languages, case tools and methodologies. For a long time, this landscape was characterised by the variations in languages and non-standardised ways of modeling. The
appearance and standardisation of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) changed
this by giving us a common form of expression, and many tools that support the same
language. The model-driven architecture (MDA®) initiative from Object Management
Group (OMG) has given further motion for tools and techniques that can bring
model-driven development some steps further.
The OMG MOF 2.0
Query/Views/Transformations RFP (QVT) [1, 2] process is trying to define a standard for model-to-model transformations. The OMG MOF Model to Text Transformation Language RFP [3] process is trying to define a standard for generating text
from models, e.g. for code generation. These standards will lead the way for tools that
hopefully will comply to the same set of standards for model driven development.
Model-to-model transformation, code generation and reverse-engineering are essential to succeed with model-driven development. The process requires highly
skilled developers that can operate on many abstraction levels and with many tech-

nologies, which calls for new roles in the development process, such as a transformation architect. We define a transformation architect to be a developer that design and
implement transformations. These tasks tend to be complex and need to be supported
by good tools. Making good tools for model transformation however, is not a trivial
task. Some tools today provide code generation functionality, such as ready-made
code generation templates and scripting functionality. These are often hard to customize, and tightly linked with the modeling tool and uses a proprietary language or API.
In this paper we introduce the UML Model Transformation Tool (UMT) that meets
some of the demands of the transformation architect. Although several model-driven
transformation tools have been developed in the last few years, there lacks a proper
framework that can be used to evaluate the quality of transformation tools. An important question arises: Is it possible to identify a set of fairly objective and easily checkable requirements that measures the quality of a model-driven transformation tool?
This paper attempts to identify such requirements and use them to evaluate UMT.
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Requirements

This section identifies a list of requirements for a UML transformation tool and its
transformation language. Many of these requirements are already identified by OMG
and by previous research papers. We discuss the relationship to related work in sections 5 and 6. Each requirement is defined as a desired property that is either satisfied
or not, and a motivation is given for why the property is important. The transformation language itself is considered particularly important. At the same time it is very
difficult to identify neutral requirements for a transformation language. As with other
programming languages it is often a matter of taste. We have identified seven desired
qualities of the transformation language, which are either satisfied or not. We believe
that there could be a fair consensus in the IT community that these transformation
language requirements are desirable, although the list may not be complete and it
could be discussed if they should have different weights.
Quality of transformation language.
• Commonly-used language. A language is considered well-known if has been
widely used for a number of years or it recently has gained massive attention and
practical, successful usage. A language that is well-known and commonly used
has well-established tools and a community that knows how to use the language.
New, proprietary languages have a higher learning curve and require more effort
to adopt.
• Inheritance. A language supports inheritance if transformations can be specialized or refined to make new transformations. This ability makes it quicker to define new transformations and to maintain changes that are relevant to many transformations.
• Graphical notation. A language supports graphical notation if the transformations can be specified graphically. This requirement is considered particularly
important for UML-to-UML transformations where both source and target are
graphical models. The graphical models provide a higher-level view on the transformation that is easier to communicate than the lexical counterpart.

•

Lexical notation. A language supports lexical notation if the transformations can
be specified lexically. This is needed in order to handle complex or detailed
transformations, as the graphical notations tend to have a scalability problem.
• Declarative. A language is declarative if it supports statements that specify what
the transformation shall do rather than giving a procedural description on how to
do it. Furthermore a declarative language does not operate on the state of the
computer system, and does not allow the programmer to change the value of a
variable or declaration. This makes the language side-effect free, and hopefully
the number of errors in the written code is reduced.
• Bidirectional. A language is bidirectional if it supports the definition of a transformation that is applicable two-ways. This requirement is not satisfied if this
must be established in two separate transformations. The advantage is easier
specification and maintenance of bidirectional transformations.
• XML support. A language has XML support if it provides built-in support to
consume or produce XML, such as special support for handling general XML
elements, attributes and namespaces. This requirement is important for the UMLto-text and text-to-UML due to wide-spread usage of XML specifications and
data formats.
Text-to-UML (reverse engineering). This means the ability to specify reverseengineering transformations from text/code to UML models. This is important since
much of the existing legacy code, web services etc. exist without a relation to higherlevel, graphical UML models that can improve documentation and be further exploited in a model-driven setting.
UML-to-UML. This means the ability to specify transformations from a UML model
to another UML model. This is important in order to transform between platformindependent models and platform-specific models.
UML-to-text. This means the ability to specify transformations from a UML model to
code, documentation or other text format. This is important in order to achieve code
generation as a basis for implementation of a running system as well as for documentation purposes.
UML tool independence. UML tool independence is the ability to support transformation of models represented in several UML tools. This requirement is desirable so that
the solution is not tied to a single UML tool.
No proprietary intermediate structures. This requirement is not satisfied if the transformation specification requires the knowledge of an intermediate, proprietary structure. Such an additional structure increases the complexity for the transformation
architect.
Traceability. This means the ability to provide explicit traces of every target element
back to the corresponding source elements. This makes it easier to understand the
transformation as well as modifying the transformation and the source model in order
to get better results.
Metamodel-based. This means that the source and target metamodels are explicitly
defined and exploited in order to drive the transformation specification. In the context
of UML, the metamodel language is OMGs Meta Object Facility (MOF) [4]. Metamodel-based is desired so that it can be ensured that the transformation specification

is correct and to check if all the elements in the source metamodel have been handled
by an explicit transformation rule.
There are many other aspects that should be considered when a transformation architect chooses a transformation tool such as pricing, robustness, usability, and vendor dependability. These requirements are not considered important in this context
since these can always be improved with lots of resources put into a product. The
requirements identified here aims at evaluation towards the best transformation tool
architecture and functionality.

3

UMT

UML Model Transformation Tool (UMT) is an open source tool available at
Sourceforge with a Lesser GNU Public License. UMT is designed to support UML
model transformation tasks only and it is not a modeling tool. Thus it needs to be
used in combination with a UML modeling tool. An important design goal for UMT
is to be UML tool independent. Since many UML tools support import and export of
XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) [5] documents, it was chosen to use XMI also for
UMT when importing and exporting UML models.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of UMT. Internally, UMT uses an intermediate
structure called XMI Light, which eliminates unnecessary complexity from the XMIrepresentation. XMI Light is a simplification of XMI and a common denominator for
a set of XMI versions. The simplification is only with respect to the representation
form as the information content is the same in XMI Light as in XMI when handling
UML models (Figure 2). XMI version 1.0 suffered especially from not having XML
Namespace support and being DTD based instead of XML Schema. All element
names needed to be globally unique, which lead to very long element names and poor
readability of the XMI. With the introduction of XML Schema in XMI 2.0, this problem is gone. Still XMI Light is more readable, since it is specialized for UML representation, while XMI is generated from the more general MOF model. Although the
readability of newer XMI versions are approaching the same readability as XMI
Light, the use of XMI Light as the intermediate format still has the advantage that it
can be integrated with tools only supporting old XMI versions. More importantly, the
transformers are isolated from changes to the external XMI format. When new XMI
versions arrive, all that needs to be done is to implement a mapping from the new
XMI to XMI Light, and every transformer can be left untouched. Note that the transformers still need to be changed if one wants to exploit the new constructs in
UML/XMI or if some of the old constructs are removed in the new UML/XMI. UMT
currently supports UML structural models (class models) and activity models in terms
of mappings between XMI and XMI Light for this subset of the complete UML standard. Other kinds of UML models or UML 2.0 are not supported yet. Diagram layout
is also not handled by UMT, since this is not part of the current XMI standard. OMG
is working on a Diagram Interchange Format as a part of UML 2.0. UMT supports the
three main kinds of transformations: UML-to-text, UML-to-UML and text-to-UML.
We briefly describe the processes of these transformations:
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Figure 1. UMT architecture

MyCla ss
m yAttrib ute : Intege r [1]

XMI 1.2

XMI Light
<datatype id="dt_Integer" name="Integer"/>
<class abstract="false" id="class_MyClass" name=“MyClass">
<attribute cardinality="1..1" name=“myAttribute" type="dt_Integer"/>
</class>

<UML:Class xmi.id = 'sm$1264eab:fe524af40b:-7fd4' name = 'MyClass' visibility = 'public'
isSpecification = 'false' isRoot = 'false' isLeaf = 'false' isAbstract = 'false‘ isActive = 'false'>
<UML:Classifier.feature>
<UML:Attribute xmi.id = 'sm$1264eab:fe524af40b:-7fd5' name = 'myAttribute'
visibility = 'public' isSpecification = 'false' ownerScope = 'instance‘ changeability = 'changeable'>
<UML:StructuralFeature.multiplicity>
<UML:Multiplicity xmi.id = 'sm$1264eab:fe524af40b:-7fd6'>
<UML:Multiplicity.range>
<UML:MultiplicityRange xmi.id = 'sm$1264eab:fe524af40b:-7fd7' lower = '1‘ upper = '1'/>
</UML:Multiplicity.range>
</UML:Multiplicity>
</UML:StructuralFeature.multiplicity>
<UML:StructuralFeature.type>
<UML:DataType xmi.idref = 'sm$1264eab:fe524af40b:-7fc7'/>
</UML:StructuralFeature.type>
</UML:Attribute>
</UML:Classifier.feature>
</UML:Class>
<UML:DataType xmi.id = 'sm$1264eab:fe524af40b:-7fc7' name = 'integer' visibility = 'public‘
isSpecification = 'false' isRoot = 'false' isLeaf = 'false' isAbstract = 'false'/>

Figure 2 Simple class representation in XMI Light and XMI 1.2
UML-to-text transformation. UML models are exported to XMI from a UML tool.
XMI is converted to XMI Light by UMT. The transformation architect then implements a new transformer or runs an existing transformer from XMI Light to the desired text or code format. The transformer is written as standard XSLT or Java with
input source as XMI Light.
UML-to-UML transformation. UML models are exported to XMI from a UML tool.
XMI is converted to XMI Light. The transformation architect then implements a new
transformer or runs an existing transformer from XMI Light to XMI Light. The transformer is written as standard XSLT or Java where both source and target is XMI
Light. The produced XMI Light can then be imported in a UML tool.
Text-to-UML transformation. A transformation architect implements a new transformer or runs an existing transformer with input source as the text or code-format to
reverse engineer, and the target is XMI Light. Note that an XSLT transformer for this
can only be written when the input is XML. XSLT can produce any text, but requires
XML as input source. The produced XMI Light is then transformed by UMT to XMI,
which can be imported in a UML tool.

Several transformers have already been specified and implemented within UMT
and thus proves that transformation in UMT works in practice, e.g. UML to J2EE,
UML to and from WSDL [6] , UML-model to BPEL4WS [7]. A part of the latter
transformation is shown here to illustrate usage of UMT. The target is a web-serviceoriented workflow description represented by a BPEL4WS document. The source is a
UML activity model. This example concentrate on one part of the transformation,
from a web service activity to a BPEL4WS invoke statement, and the reader is guided
through the transformation steps. Figure 3 shows the UML web service activity in
UML (Get Wind Information) on the left side, and the corresponding XMI Light
description generated by UMT on the right side.
<ActivityGraph nam e ="UM L2004">
< PseudoState kind ="initial“… />
< PseudoState kind ="final“… />
< Activity nam e ="Get Nearest Airport“… />
< ObjectFlow nam e ="cityNam e“… />
< ObjectFlow nam e ="windInform ation“… />

cityName : string

< ObjectFlow nam e ="airportCode“ … />
< ObjectFlow nam e ="airportCodeInfo… />

<<WebServiceCall>>
Get Nearest Airport

< Activity name ="Get W ind Information“
airportCode :airportCode

stereoType ="W ebServiceCall">
< outgoing targetId =“final-ID"/>

<<WebServiceCall>>
Get WindInformation
{provider=CapeScience,
operation=getWind,
service=AirportWeather,
wsdl=AirportWeather.wsdl,
portType=Station}

< outgoing target ="windInformation“… />

<<transformation>>
argO=icao

< incom ing sourceId =“Get Nearest Airport-ID"/>
< incom ing source ="airportCodeInfo“… />

airportCodeInfo :getWind

< taggedValue tag ="provider" value ="CapeScience"/>
< taggedValue tag ="operation" value ="getW ind"/>
< taggedValue tag ="service" value ="AirportW eather"/>
windInformation: windInformation

< taggedValue tag ="wsdl" value ="AirportW eather.wsdl"/>
< taggedValue tag ="portType" value ="Station"/>
</ Activity >

</ActivityGraph >

Figure 3 From UML activity model to UMT’s XMI Light
<stylesheet>
<template name="ActivityGraph" .../>

<template match="Activity">
<choose>
<when test="@stereoType='WebServiceCall'">
<variable name="operation"
select="taggedValue[@tag='operation']/@value"/>
<variable name="portType"
select="taggedValue[@tag='portType']/@value"/>
<out:invoke partner="{$provider}-{$operation}"
portType="{$portType}"
operation="{$operation}">
<call-template name="inputOutputDataObjects"/>
</out:invoke>
...
</choose>
<call-template name="outgoingFlows">
<with-param name="current" select="."/>
</call-template>
</template>
<template name="genDataTransformations".../>
</stylesheet>

<process
<sequence>
<receive name="cityName".../>
<invoke operation="GetNearestAirport".../>

<invoke portType="Station"
outputVariable="windStr"
operation="getWind"
inputVariable="airportCodeInfo"
partner="CapeScience-getWind"/>
<reply name="windInformation".../>
</sequence>
</process>

Figure 4 From XMI Light to a BPEL4WS document using XSLT
The transformation architect will provide Java or XSLT code to transform instances of XMI Light into BPEL4WS. In this example we use XSLT (Figure 4). The

left part shows the XSLT code and the right part shows the resulting BPEL4WS
document. A single template rule matches all XMI Light Activity tags. Inside this
template there is a conditional when branch that is executed for all Activities with
stereotype named “WebServiceCall”. Here, a BPEL4WS invoke tag is emitted directly and is assigned proper attribute values taken from the UML tagged values that
specify the exact web service operation to invoke and its incoming and outgoing
object flow.
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Evaluation of UMT

Table 1 shows an evaluation of UMT towards the requirements identified in section 2. To show if UMT is a significant contribution, we also compare it with related
tools and languages published in the literature. The other efforts are further explained
in section 5. UMT is shown with XSLT as the chosen transformation language. If
Java is used instead, then inheritance will be satisfied while declarative and XML
support will not be. None of the other approaches support all the three transformation
types (UML-to-UML, UML-to-text and text-to-UML). The commonly-used language
and XML support are also major benefits of the UMT approach compared to the other
approaches. The weakest parts of UMT compared to the others are not being metamodel-based and the use of a proprietary, intermediate structure.
Table 1 Comparing UMT with other tools and languages
Requirements
Commonly-used
language
Inheritance
Graphical notation
Lexical notation
Declarative
Bidirectional
XML support
Text-to-UML
UML-to-UML
UML-to-text
UML tool independence
No proprietary intermediate structures
Traceability
Metamodel/MOF-based
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UMT
w/XSLT
yes

ATL

YATL

BOTL

MOLA

UMLX

VMT

no

no

no

no

no

partly

no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

yes
no
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes

no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes

no
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes

no
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
yes

no
no

no
yes

yes
yes

no
yes

no
yes

yes
yes

yes
no

Related work

OMG have initiated the standardization of two transformation initiatives, MOF 2.0
Query/Views/Transformations (QVT) [2] and MOF Model to Text Transformation
Language (MTT) [3]. QVT will provide a standard language for transformation between MOF-based models, and MTT will provide a language for transformations
from MOF models to text. The MMT process has just started and the first proposals

are expected early 2005, while QVT is approaching its final stages. The QVT-Merge
Group [1] will work on a final joint proposal from the different submitters. They have
currently proposed a pattern-based language with ability to define the transformation
partially with a graphical notation and refinement in a textual notation. It includes a
new pattern matching language and use of OCL as the query language. The outcomes
of QVT and MTT have identified many of the same requirements that we have used
in section 2. While the OMG activities aim for MOF-based transformations, we have
a specialized framework for transformations involving UML models only and we also
target reverse-engineering.
Sendall and Kozaczynski [8] identify desirable properties of a UML-to-UML
transformation language. In addition to the ones proposed in this paper, they suggest
efficiency of the transformations and a way to “define the conditions under which the
transformation is allowed to execute”. We consider efficiency to be essential for
transformations that are used dynamically as part of a system run time, but not essential as part of system development. Gardner and Griffin [9] and Langlois and Farcet
[10] both have proposed recommendations for the final QVT specification. Both
propose a declarative language for querying. Gardner and Griffin propose a hybrid
transformation language of declarative constructions for simple transformations and
imperative for complex transformations.
Patrascoiu [11] proposes the YATL transformation language to do model-to-model
transformations. It is a hybrid textual language that uses OCL expressions for querying UML models and new imperative constructions to create target instances. Bezivin
et al [12] propose the textual ATL transformation language that builds on OCL. The
paper suggests that ATL specifications may be compiled into many executable transformation languages such as XSLT. Bichler [13] proposes model-to-text transformations based on XMI as the input. An intermediate XML format is used to simplify the
XMI and the XSLT operates on this simplified XML representation of the XMI content. This is the same approach as with UMT. We have additionally shown how this
architecture can be used to do text-to-model and model-to-model transformations and
UMT has a graphical user interface to configure and run the transformations.
The transformation languages mentioned above are all textual. There are also several promising alternatives of graphical transformation languages targeting model-tomodel transformations. Braun and Marschall [14] present BOTL as a UML-based
transformation language for doing UML-to-UML transformations. It uses graph
transformation rules to specify bidirectional transformations. Kalnins et. al [15] suggest MOLA as a graphical model-to-model transformation language, which is an
iterative language with loops, sequences and branches. This is combined with transformation constructs for pattern matching and instantiation of the target instances.
Stein et. al [16] propose a new graphical notation based on UML as an alternative.
Willink [17] proposes a graphical transformation language UMLX to do model-tomodel transformations. UMLX transformations are defined as UML extensions integrated with input and output instance class diagrams. Such a specification is then
transformed into XSLT that executes the transformation between XMI instances.
Sendall [18] suggests VMT as a graphical UML-to-UML transformation language,
which is based on graph matching for source and result selection, metamodel rules,
OCL constraints and UML activity models to compose transformations.

A majority of the MDA transformation approaches so far deal with model-tomodel transformations. A few efforts also deal with transformation languages and
tools for code generation and reverse engineering. Paige and Radjenovic [19] have
shown how to use the TXL tool for text-to-text transformation and proposes to use it
also for model-transformations. A transformation definition consists of specifying the
grammar of the input and output format as well the transformation rules. By letting
TXL take XMI as the input, output or both, it can also operate on UML models. A
possible improvement of this approach could be to specify the grammar of XMI Light
in TXL and use XMI Light as the input or output text format.
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Discussion

In this section we discuss our set of requirements and the design choices of UMT
against related work. Many of the requirements seem to have consensus in the MDA
community, but a few of our requirements are more original or debated and will get
most attention in this section.
In this paper we describe a set of requirements and a model transformation tool
that unifies the three transformation kinds (model-to-model, code generation and
reverse engineering) in one tool. The advantage is that the transformation architect
can use one tool and the same transformation language for all the demands. The disadvantage is that the three different kinds of transformations are different and one
unified approach may not be suitable. This needs further investigation. The OMG’s
MTT [3] also aims for unification by proposing that the MTT is an extension of the
forthcoming QVT standard. Text-to-model transformation is not yet identified as
subject for standardization.
UMT has been designed to support only models expressed as UML. QVT and
MTT on the other hand will support any kind of MOF-based model. The advantage of
the UML specialization is a simpler, easier-to-use framework for transformation with
UML models. The disadvantage is less flexibility.
UMT’s design for UML tool integration through XMI is a result of the tool independence requirement. This requirement has also been identified by Langlois and
Farcet [10] as a recommendation for the finalization of QVT. This will require an
exchange format for the outcome transformation language from QVT. They recommend that the UML Action Semantics [20] shall be used for interchange of the imperative parts of the transformation language.
The transformation framework of UMT uses transformations implemented in Java
or XSLT [21]. Most of our transformations in UMT have been written in XSLT and
not Java. We recommend XSLT over Java as a transformation language, since XSLT
is a declarative language that is specialized for doing transformations when the input
is XML. Note that the output can be any text, such as Java code. There are several
criticisms towards XSLT as a transformation language. Czarnecki and Helsen [22]
states that: “XSLT quickly leads to non-maintainable implementations because of the
verbosity and poor readability of XMI and XSLT”. UMT has addressed the problem
of complex and verbose XMI, by transforming it into XMI Light so that transformation architects can deal with a readable XML representation of a UML model. Several
papers have criticized XSLT for being too low-level [23, 24]. There are a few ap-

proaches that deal with an improved XSLT syntax that does not use XML ([25] and
www.gigascale.org/caltrop/NiceXSL). It is also debated if XSLT is an imperative or
declarative language, although it is “generally regarded as being declarative” [26]. In
our evaluation of the quality of XSLT as a transformation language, we have defined
it as a declarative language due to the non-ordered pattern rules and the side-effect
free capability.
We have identified declarative to be a desired property of a transformation language. There is a strong tendency that most agree that this is a desired property, but it
is discussed to what extent. Some researchers propose a declarative transformation
language or claim it is a desired property [27], others say the transformation language
should be a hybrid between imperative and declarative [10, 11]. For QVT the current
proposal [1] suggests to use the declarative OCL at least for the querying part. Although Patrascoiu [11] proposes YATL as a hybrid transformation language he states
that “The recommended style of programming is declarative.” In our view, a declarative language gives a natural way to specify relations between source and target. It is
normally higher-level than imperative and side-effect free, which reduces the risk of
errors in the code. The main disadvantage is that most programmers have more experience using imperative languages such as Visual Basic, C++ and Java.
Several papers including Bézivin et. al. and the QVT-Merge Group [1, 12, 23, 24],
have suggested OCL-based model to model transformations. It is however questionable if OCL code gets unmanageable for complex transformation specification and if
it is suited also for model to text and and text to model transformations. Stein et. al.
[16] show that OCL “quickly leads to complex query statements even for simple
queries”. OCL was also originally designed to express model constraints by defining
invariants, pre- and post-conditions. A dedicated transformation language could be
more desirable.
There are several recent proposals for graphical transformation languages [1, 1317, 23]. All of these concentrate on model-to-model transformations. It should also be
investigated if graphical notations apply when text is the input or output in the transformation. The graphical notations tend to have a scalability problem when the transformations become complex or extensive. Thus it is essential to have the ability to
zoom in and out when viewing and editing graphical transformation models as well as
having a relation between a graphical notation and a lexical notation.
We have added the requirement of XML support in a transformation language
since XML is the de-facto standard for exchange formats and for specifications on the
Web. Bidirectionality is considered as a desired property by many authors [9-11, 14],
although Patraiscou [11] proposes a unidirectional since “otherwise it cannot be used
for large scale models”.
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Conclusions and future work

Most of the MDA research so far has been focused on model-to-model transformations. The UMT tool has the capability to do such transformations for UML models
including UML-to-text (code generation) and text-to-UML (reverse engineering)
transformations. By these three capabilities the tool enables a transformation architect
to specify and execute all kinds of transformations needed for successful model-

driven development. UMT’s applicability has been proven by several implemented
transformations in the last few years, from UML to J2EE and XDoclet, WSDL-toUML and UML-to-WSDL [6], UML-to-BPEL4WS [7].
We have identified a set of fairly objective and easily checkable requirements that
can be used to compare transformation tools and transformation languages. These
requirements may not be complete and it should also be discussed if they should be
weighted. But it is a first step towards an evaluation framework for transformation
tools. An important future step would be to identify benchmark cases, at least one for
each of the three kinds of transformations. Then one could apply the same transformation cases to the different tools to see which provide the most elegant solution.
Our evaluation of UMT against the requirements of section 2 reveals desired properties that are not satisfied. One of these is the graphical notation for the transformation language of which much promising work has been suggested for model-to-model
transformations. One or more of these graphical notations could be built on top of
UMT or integrated with UMT and then be applied to case studies to reveal if there are
any shortcomings or scalability problems. Furthermore it is a question if a graphical
notation also could be successfully applied to transformations of code generation and
reverse engineering. Future work also need to reveal if the same transformation language is best suited for all the three main kinds of transformations or if they are so
different that two or three different transformation languages are better.
Acknowledgements. The work reported in this paper is carried out in the context
of MODELWARE, an EU IP-project in FP62003/IST/2.3.2.3.
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